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Abstract

This paper assesses the prospects for monetary integration between Emerging

East Asian (EEA) economies. We develop a simple analytical framework for

currency unions of small open economies. The empirical analysis looks at a

number of supply-side characteristics of EEA countries highlighted by the model,

distinguishing between aggregate and tradable sector structural features.

Moreover, we discuss the evidence on the cross-country correlation of

disturbances hitting the region. Our study indicates that, at present, EEA

economies exhibit a high degree of cross-country supply diversity, while there is

no compelling evidence that shocks are highly correlated across the region.
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I. Introduction

There is a wide-ranging and increasing literature on the experience and prospects

of monetary integration around the globe. One of the areas in the world that has

attracted considerable attention in recent years is East Asia, with many studies

having investigated whether the region could be suitable for embarking in further

monetary cooperation and eventually forming a currency union. Among the

reasons for this interest, we can mention the following three. First, East Asian

economies exhibit high shares of intra-regional trade. Second, there is evidence of
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increasing financial market interdependence over recent years. Third, there have

been a number of initiatives regarding financial cooperation following the Asian

crisis of 1997-1998. Such cooperation most notably includes the Chiang Mai

initiative of May 2000, a network of bilateral swap arrangements established

among ASEAN+3 countries for the case of speculative attacks against their

currencies. Enhanced interaction via trade and financial flows has proved

instrumental in leading to monetary unions in previous historical experiences.

Most of the literature on the monetary integration of small open economies is of

an empirical nature. It is often rooted in theoretical underpinnings as given by

optimal currency area criteria. The starting point is to realize that the single most

important cost implied by full monetary integration consists of giving up

independent monetary policy for inflation and output stability. Analysts discuss

how currency union's stabilization properties and individual countries'

macroeconomic performance are affected by heterogeneity in key structural

parameters and the nature of disturbances. In the case of countries in the emerging

East Asia (EEA) region,1 the discussion of the nature of shocks has appeared in

many different contexts. Naturally, this has been at the heart of the assessment of

the region's suitability for monetary union since Bayoumi and Eichengreen’s (1994)

seminal work. Asymmetric shocks are also seen to underlie the collapse of fixed

exchange rate systems in the region at the time of the Asian crisis of 1997-1998. In

this regard, some authors have analyzed the role of swings in the yen-dollar rate in

the outbreak of in countries that were in practice pegging to the dollar, or attaching

high weights to the dollar in the conduct of their exchange rate policy.

Putting into perspective the stabilization costs implied by monetary union,

specialists have pointed to other factors playing a major role. For instance, some

studies find evidence that currency unions have favorable credibility and trade-

enhancing effects. The latter has been emphasized in the influential work of Rose

(2001, 2002), who reports a positive impact of currency unions on trade.2 More

generally, favorable effects on potential output via trade and financial integration

have led analysts to assess more positively the possibility of a country joining a

currency union even before full economic integration is achieved.

1EEA is defined as the sum of China, Hong Kong, India, South Korea (henceforth Korea), Taiwan and

ASEAN-5. The latter group is composed of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.

2For a review of studies finding similar results, see Rose (2004). A common currency can also lead to

welfare gains by fostering financial deepening across the union. Plummer and Click (2005) make the

case for a common ASEAN basket of currencies as a way to facilitating cross-issuance of bonds.
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The object of this paper is twofold. First, we take a step in developing theoretical

results on currency unions between small open economies. The focus on small

open economies implies that we neglect spillovers across countries of the type

analyzed by Lane's (2000) two-country model, and Buiter et al.'s (1998a, 1998b)

core-periphery approach. We also abstract from defining the concrete common unit

of account being used.3 Second, we look at data for EEA economies to assess some

of the model implications regarding the region's suitability for monetary

integration. By looking at EEA countries, we follow most of the studies assessing

prospects of currency union in Asia.

To achieve our first goal, we extend recent work on currency unions that is

rooted in the standard time inconsistency literature (see Lane, 2000, Alesina and

Barro, 2002, Ca' Zorzi and De Santis, 2004, Ca' Zorzi et al., 2005, Sánchez,

2005b). We do so in the following ways. First, we model decisions about the

interest rate, which is, realistically, the union-wide monetary policy instrument.4

Second, we study a broad set of shocks as given by supply, demand and risk

premium disturbances while also allowing inflation targets to play a role. As in

Lane (2000), shocks can adopt three different features: to be common, asymmetric

or idiosyncratic. Third, we explicitly model imported inflation. Members states

may face different imported inflation due to: i) different commodity compositions

of trade; and ii) different effective exchange rates arising from different

geographical compositions of trade.5 Fourth, we allow supply schedules to differ

across countries.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we lay out a

simple model to study monetary policy in a currency union. Section 3 applies some

lessons from the model to EEA economies. Section 4 concludes.

3The literature on EEA has proposed different anchors such as the yen (Kwan, 2001), the US dollar

(Mundell, 2002), the renminbi (Hefeker and Nabor, 2005) or a common basket of major currencies

(Williamson, 2002, Mussa et al., 2000). Alesina et al. (2002) find no compelling case for a yen block.

4Formerly, the focus has been on the inflation outcome (Ca’Zorzi and De Santis, 2004, Ca’ Zorzi et al.,

2005), or in addition on money supply as the authorities’ policy instrument (Lane, 2000).

5A role for geographical composition of trade also features in Ogawa and Ito (2000). They show that an

EEA economy’s choice of the exchange rate (or weights in a basket comprising the US, Japan and an

emerging regional partner) is dependent on the neighbouring EEA country’s.
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II. Monetary Policy in a Currency Union6

Let us consider a simple model of a monetary union between small open

economies. Four equations describe the private sector in each of the union's

members i=1,2,...,N:

(1)

(2)

(3)

 

(4)

where all variables are expressed as deviations from steady state values and,

with the exception of the nominal and real interest rate, are in logarithms.

Constants have been normalized to zero. All parameters are assumed to be

positive. All shocks are of the zero-mean, constant variance, type, and serially

correlated. They are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other for all i, but

allowed to be correlated across countries.

Equation (1) is a simple aggregate supply schedule which states that output (yi)

responds positively to surprises from the last period's expectations of the inflation

level ( ). In (2), aggregate demand is decreasing in the real interest rate (ri).

Output also depends negatively on the real exchange rate (ei). Note that an increase

in ei
 denotes an appreciation of the real exchange rate. Equation (3) posits a

positive relation between interest rates and exchange rates that can be interpreted to

mean that higher interest rates encourage capital inflows, which leads to an

appreciation. Other determinants of exchange rates, such as investor confidence

and expectations, are captured by the error . Finally, (4) is the Fisher equation

defining the real interest rate as a difference between nominal short-term interest

rate R (decided by the currency union's monetary authority) and the current period's

expectation of future inflation, .7
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6A more detailed analysis can be found in the working paper version (Sánchez, 2005a).
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We close the model by deriving the monetary policy reaction function. By

definition, there is but a single monetary policy for a currency union. We assume

that the monetary authority of the currency union cares equally about each member

country. The central bank minimizes a loss function given by

 (5)

In (5), the central bank penalizes departures of union-wide output and inflation

from desired values set to zero and , respectively.8 The latter is assumed to adopt

a fixed and credible value. The monetary authority has no incentive to surprise the

private sector with inflation, and there thus is no inflation bias. Parameter χ is the

weight of inflation aversion relative to the aim of achieving output stabilization.

We assume that the union's public knows  the distribution of

the disturbances  and , for all i, and that it observes the nominal interest and

exchange rates. Moreover, the central bank, producers and foreign exchange

market participants are assumed to all observe current output, prices and nominal

exchange rates. In this context, a state-contingent reaction function is feasible.

Before solving the model, let us define three types of shocks, namely: (i)

asymmetric; (ii) idiosyncratic; and (iii) common.9 Shocks are normalized to be of

unit magnitude for country I, which is the focus of our comparisons across

regimes. Asymmetric shocks are defined to be shocks such that they add up to zero

at the currency union level; in particular, country I of size  is assumed to face a

shock equal to 1, while each of the remaining countries faces a shock equal to

. Idiosyncratic shocks are those in which shocks to country I equal 1,

and shocks to any other country equal 0. Finally, common shocks are defined to be

shocks such that they add up to one at the currency union level; in particular, all

countries are assumed to face a shock equal to 1. In terms of the unconditional

cross-country covariances in (9), an asymmetric shock implies a negative such

covariance between country I and the remaining countries in the union, an

idiosyncratic shock amounts to a zero covariance between country I and the

remaining countries in the union, and a common shock means that the covariance

between country I and each of the remaining countries in the union is 1.
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9Frankel and Rose (1998) argue that trade integration makes common shocks more likely. Lee et al.

(2004) analyse whether also the nature of this trade (inter- versus intra-industry) matters for East Asia.
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To solve the model, we take averages of (1) over the union members and

minimize (5) subject to private sector behaviour as defined by the rest of the

model. This allows us to derive, under rational expectations, the monetary policy

reaction function:

 (6)

where

 and . Expression (6) shows how the nominal

interest rate reacts to aggregates of shocks and inflation targets at the country level.

As expected, R is raised in response to adverse supply and risk premium shocks,

favorable demand shocks and higher desired inflation, judging from the aggregates

that appear in (6).

We use (6), alongside (1) through (4), to derive expressions of union-wide

output and inflation in terms of aggregates of country-level shocks and inflation

target levels:

(7)

(8)

 

where 

. In equations (7) and (8), country-level

shocks and inflation targets contribute to determine y
u
 and π

u
. These effects reflect

the relative size of the countries involved (as given by ) and the reactions in each

of them as influenced by structural parameters.

Replacing (7) and (8) into (6), and taking unconditional expectations, leads to

the expected loss function:10
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10For simplicity, we assume that the constant equals zero, which holds under a wide range of plausible

parameter values.
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where, 

 and

 We denote the unconditional variance of any disturbance x

by , and the unconditional covariance between any pair (x,z) by .

In (9),  reacts to supply shocks as follows. When the latter are idiosyncratic,

 is a positive function of the variances of these shocks in each member

country. These variances are weighted by the square of each participant's size and

also affected by the square of the supply schedule parameter . The variance of

supply shocks in a given country has a limited impact on the union insofar as this

country is not too large. For common and asymmetric supply disturbances, welfare

analysis calls for inspection of the signs of the cross-country covariances of shocks

in Φ. Supply shocks have a positive welfare contribution if they are negatively

correlated and a negative welfare contribution if shocks are positively correlated.

The intuition is that asymmetric supply shocks tend to offset each other, thereby

limiting the need for interest rate changes.

Demand and risk premium shocks have no impact on welfare if the supply slope

parameter is uniform across the union, and neither do country-specific inflation

targets . Supply slope parameters are likely to exhibit cross-country variation, the

more so the more they differ in their economic structures. In this case, demand and

risk premium disturbances of the idiosyncratic and asymmetric types hamper a

currency union's stabilization performance. In contrast, common demand and risk

premium disturbances exhibit a built-in dampening factor that increases welfare in

a monetary union. To see this, note that for any country I with parameter αI above

union's average αu undergoing a shock of size 1, there must be at least some

country J (with ) with parameter αJ below union's average αu also experiencing

a shock of size 1. In this case, a positive I - J cross-country covariance of demand

and risk premium shocks contributes to improve welfare by reducing Φ. Common

disturbances require less of an interest rate change to deliver a given offset of the

macroeconomic impact of shocks.

Finally, (9) indicates that a configuration in which the union's larger countries

have lower desired inflation than that targeted by smaller countries contributes

positively to the stabilization performance of a currency union. The opposite result

obtains if the distribution of  across countries is reversed.
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To conclude, the cross-country distribution of shocks and inflation targets matters

for a currency union's stabilization properties. Supply shocks have a positive welfare

contribution if they are negatively correlated and a negative contribution if they are

positively correlated. In the benchmark case of a uniform supply slope parameter,

demand and risk premium shocks across countries fail to have an impact on welfare,

and so do country-specific inflation targets. In the likely case when the output-inflation

trade-off exhibits cross-country variation, demand and risk premium disturbances of the

idiosyncratic and asymmetric types reduce a currency union's welfare. Common shocks

pushing demand and risk premia up exhibit a built-in dampening factor, thereby

favoring the case for monetary stabilization in a currency area.

III. Monetary Integration Prospects in Emerging East Asia

The welfare analysis of section 2 highlights the importance of several structural

aspects for a currency union's stabilization performance. It also motivates the study

of following three aspects of EEA economies. First, in subsection 3.1 we gauge the

degree of similarity or heterogeneity in supply conditions. As we have stressed, the

gap between country-level supply parameter and its union-wide counterpart,

, is important in judging welfare effects of demand and risk aversion

shocks, as well as being a possibly amplifying factor to inflation target differentials.

Gaps  can be the result of non-tradable sector specificities, or stem from

differential degrees of trade openness. In addition to slope parameter αi
, other

supply determinants such as expected inflation  and productivity shock term εi

are affected by structural factors once more concerning either the non-tradable or

tradable sector.11 Moreover, the size of a given country is important. While smaller

countries contribute by less to union-wide shocks, while they are the ones standing

the most to lose from idiosyncratic or asymmetric shocks. The occurrence of these

types of shocks in larger countries also affect their welfare but, due to the latter’s

larger size, they are in a better position to benefit from stabilization policy. Second,

subsection 3.2 turns to correlations of shocks across countries. Such correlations

can affect welfare at the currency-union level in different ways depending on parameter

α
i
α
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11Tradable inflation can in part be explained by country-specific features relating to either idiosyncratic

commodity compositions of international trade (abstracting from cross-country differential inflation for

a given type of tradable goods) or idiosyncratic weights attached to different trading partners. The latter

factors have the potential to create differential effective exchange rate effects within a currency union

as a result of swings in union’s extra-area bilateral exchange rates.
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values as well as the nature of the shocks themselves. Third, in subsection 3.3 we

examine the role of inflation targets.

A. Supply-side characteristics and size

Before turning to the study of size and supply-side characteristics of EEA countries,

it is worth noting that, over the last fifteen years, the region has registered a strong

economic performance as well as gone through considerable structural change.

Indeed, EEA economies have expanded on a sustained basis over the period,

thereby increasing their share in global GDP from some 11.2% in 1990 to 20.2% in

2004 (Table 1). Almost 85% of this increase can be attributed to China, whose

share in world output rose from 5.9% to 13.5% over the same period. The

aggregate of ASEAN-5 countries increased its share in global GDP by around 1%

over the same period, now accounting for about 5% of the total. Moreover, EEA's

economic expansion has been outward-oriented in nature. The share of the region's

exports in the world total has risen from 12.4% to 20.4% between 1990 and 2004

(Table 2). Over 60% of this improvement stems from China's outstanding export

growth. Most other countries in the region have also managed to exhibit a strong

increase in their penetration of foreign markets.

Starting with the sizes of EEA countries, they look rather uneven, ranging from

larger China to the smaller economies of Malaysia, Philippines and Hong Kong. The

remaining economies stand in an intermediate position. If EEA were a currency

union, the monetary authorities would tend to react more strongly to shocks hitting

China, followed by those affecting economies such as Korea, Singapore or Taiwan.

The smaller economies in the union would have much less of an impact on the

union's decisions, being left to face a larger share of the shocks hitting them.

We now turn to the analysis of some indicators that help us gauge the degree of

similarity of EEA supply structures. We first look at aggregate supply characteristics of

different EEA countries, before turning to specific features regarding the tradable

sector. The more aggregate analysis of EEA supply characteristics includes the

stage of development as measured by per capita income, and the shares of different

sectors in the economy.12 Per capita income has risen across the region since 1990

with no signs of deceleration from the pace exhibited prior to that (Table 3). In

12Sánchez (2005a) also examines competitiveness surveys measuring the quality of institutions and

preparedness for technological advance. The rankings tend to reflect the degree of economic develop-

ment, with economies at a more advanced stage of development, such as Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea

and Taiwan, also exhibiting higher scores in most competitiveness indicators.
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Table 1. Emerging Asia share in world real GDP

in %, ppp-adjusted

Table 2. Emerging East Asia share in world exports

in %
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terms of their present well-being, three distinct groups of countries are easily identified:

the richer city-states of Hong Kong and Singapore with income exceeding USD

20,000 per head, the maturing economies of Korea and Taiwan with per capita

incomes of some USD 12,000-13,000, and the remaining economies with incomes

of USD 4,000 or less per person.

Higher aggregate productivity normally requires sectoral shifts in the workforce

during the growth process from low productivity agricultural or rural sectors to

relatively high productivity, non-agricultural or urban sectors. In this regard, EEA's

development process appears to have evolved according to international

experience. The share of agriculture in aggregate output has declined and that of

services has increased over time (Table 4). The share of services has risen in the

higher per capita income countries of Hong Kong, Singapore, Korea and Taiwan,

where it approaches percentages of around two thirds or higher. The manufacturing

sector currently represents less than a quarter of the economies of Hong Kong,

about one quarter of those of Korea, Taiwan, Philippines and Singapore, and a

higher share in Malaysia, Thailand and China.

Table 3. Emerging East Asia per capita income1)

in USD, PPP-adjusted
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The study of supply-side characteristics relating to the tradable sector includes

country-specific commodity and geographical compositions of trade. These two

types of trade compositions contribute to determine imported inflation in foreign

currency  and effective exchange rates , as discussed in the

Appendix (see expression (A.2)). As members of a currency union, countries still

display imported inflation and effective exchange rates that are idiosyncratic, even

if they face the same world prices and have both fixed bilateral rates among each

other. Following our analysis of trade compositions, we compare the evolution of

EEA countries' nominal and real effective exchange rates (NEER and REER,

respectively). The insight from the model is that imported inflation is influenced by

different commodity and geographical compositions of trade, thereby affecting

effective exchange rates.

EEA countries exhibit some cross-country variation in their commodity

composition of international trade (Tables 5 and 6). The largest SITC sector in terms of

both imports and exports is in most cases machinery and transport equipment. Except

for Chinese and Indonesian exports, in 2004 the shares of this category of goods ranged

from roughly 30% to 60% of total imports, and 40% to 65% of total exports.13 Cross-

country discrepancies are also large in other sectors. The role of raw materials in total

trade varies across EEA economies. China, Indonesia, and to a lesser extent Korea,

Taiwan and Thailand exhibit large shares of imports of non-fuel crude materials. Korea

and Indonesia stand out in the case of mineral fuel imports, their share exceeding the

20% mark in 2004. Indonesia is the only raw materials producer with large export

shares (mineral fuels and non-fuel materials explaining over one third of total sales

abroad in 2004), followed by Malaysia and Singapore who each export more than 10%

of the total in terms of mineral fuels. Finally, the share of trade in food has tended to be

larger in the cases of some ASEAN-5 countries (such as Indonesia, the Philippines, and

in the case of exports, Thailand).

Along the way, EEA has derived efficiency gains from the regionalization of

production processes.14 As a result, the share of intra-regional trade has surged by

some 10-20% for most economies (Table 7). These shares have also converged

across countries, even if there still is some idiosyncratic variation. Hong Kong's

and Malaysia's shares of intra-regional trade currently rank highest in the region,

while most other countries exhibit shares of 30 to 40%. Given that China has

πi

*e
εi

*
+( ) si

e
ψi+( )

13Lam et al. (2004) study the two sectors registering EEA's fastest export growth since 1990 (except for

their “not elsewhere specified” items), namely, machinery and transport equipment, and chemicals.
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Table 5. Commodity composition of imports of Emerging East Asia economies

as a percentage of each country’s total imports, by SITC section, selected years
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Table 6. Commodity composition of exports of Emerging East Asia economies

as a percentage of each country’s total exports, by SITC section, selected years
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played an important role in driving intra-regional trade, from the perspective of the

creation of a currency union it would matter whether this country is in the union or

not.15

With regard to extra-regional trade, the shares of Japan, US and euro area in

total trade of each EEA country's trade are currently similar to those observed in

1990 (Table 7). Among the largest changes over the period, Korean trade with

Japan lost ground to both trade with the US and intra-regional transactions, while

Indonesian trade with Japan was to some extent replaced with intra-regional sales.

In 2003, EEA's trade with Japan, the US and the euro area was rather evenly split

among these three areas. From a monetary union standpoint, convergence in EEA

countries' shares of extra-regional trade would help better deal with large

fluctuations in the value of major currencies.16

The evolution of NEER and REER indicates that EEA countries' effective

exchange rates have displayed considerable cross-country variability over time

(Tables 8 and 9). This is the case even if we take out periods over which exchange

rate behaviour was shaped by country-specific changes (such as China's decision to

abandon its dual exchange rate regime in 1994) or when currencies were both widely

and intensely affected such as in the Asian crisis of 1997-98. REER movements

are revealing about the trend of EEA's competitiveness over the past fifteen years.

In comparison with 1990, all of EEA's currencies have lost real value with the

exception of Hong Kong, which has appreciated in real terms, and Singapore,

whose REER is roughly unchanged (Table 9). The extent of the real depreciation

varies across countries, ranging from 10% to 25%. The weakening of the

14EEA's diverse pool of countries in terms of their stage in the development process allows for labour-

intensive downstream stages of the production process to be shifted to lower wage countries such as

China, while more mature industrial economies such as Korea and Taiwan specialise in exports of higher

value-added machinery and components. This has fostered the competitiveness of regional products as

a whole via economies of scale and a better organisation of the production process.

15One limitation of standard analyses of trade is that there is no comprehensive data distinguishing between

trade induced by EEA economies' domestic demand and other sources of trade. The latter include

processing trade aiming at third countries or even transactions of merchandise in transit - the latter playing

an important role in the cases of Hong Kong and Singapore. Rumbaugh and Blancher (2004) estimate

China's export re-processing to be half of the country's total trade.

16McKinnon and Schnabl (2003) study the role of the yen/US dollar rate in EEA, finding that major yen

devaluations adversely affect the region's economic activity. Kang et al. (2005) qualify this conclusion by

showing that the effects of the weakening of the yen against the US dollar exchange rate on the Korean

economy are statistically significant only since the Asian crisis.
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Table 7. Bilateral trade of Emerging East Asia economies1)

as a percentage of each country’s total trade, selected years
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Table 8. Emerging East Asia nominal effective exchange rates1)

1990=100

Table 9. Emerging East Asia real effective exchange rates1)

1990-100
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currencies was already evident in non-ASEAN-5 countries in the mid-1990s, a

time in which China unified its exchange rates. The magnitude of these real

depreciations increased during and after the period of the Asian financial crisis in

1997-98. However, also countries that did not experience significant nominal

depreciations during the Asian financial crisis faced some sizeable real

depreciations over the past fifteen years, foremost China with a 11.3% REER

depreciation since 1990.

Finally, another factor influencing supply parameter αi is the degree of openness

of an economy, as shown in the Appendix. One way to quickly assess large cross-

country discrepancies in openness is by comparing the shares of each country in

world GDP and exports (Tables 1 and 2).17 We do observe marked differences

between the shares in world GDP and exports in some countries, with the city

states of Hong Kong and Singapore standing out as the most open economies in

the region.

In sum, EEA economies appear to have rather diverse supply characteristics.

The region displays significant cross-country variation in the stage of development,

the shares of different sectors in the economy, size, and the degree of openness.

EEA countries constitute a rather diverse pool in terms of commodity compositions

of trade, while there has been some convergence in terms of their geographical

compositions of trade. The former is a negative factor contributing to create nominal

divergence via differential imported inflation. Despite geographical convergence in

trade patterns across EEA, cross-country variability in the region's effective

exchange rates is considerable.

B. Correlation of shocks

This subsection goes beyond the previous focus on supply by reviewing the evidence

on the correlation of a wide variety of shocks. The related literature on EEA goes

back to Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1994), who use a sample of 9 East Asian

countries over the period 1969-89, alongside 15 EU countries over 1963-90. They

break down unexpected macro developments into demand and supply shocks à la

Blanchard and Quah (1989), finding that there is little difference in the asymmetry

of both shocks between Europe and East Asia. They detect high correlation of

shocks particularly among some of the pairs involving Japan, Korea, Taiwan Hong

17The reason why we emphasise "large" is that shares in world GDP are PPP-adjusted while those in

world exports are not, which can prevent too precise comparisons between them.
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Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore.18 Eichengreen and Bayoumi (1999)

complement Bayoumi and Eichengreen's (1994) analysis by employing an optimal

currency area (OCA) index.19 Some pairs of countries in East Asia are found to be

somewhat plausible candidates for a monetary union as the members of the EU.

These pairs are: Singapore-Malaysia, Singapore-Thailand, Singapore-Hong Kong,

Singapore-Taiwan and Hong Kong-Taiwan. Other pairs, those including Indonesia,

South Korea and the Philippines, do not rank high, while the Malaysia-Thailand

pair displays a very weak score. Bayoumi and Mauro (1999) update Bayoumi and

Eichengreen's (1994) study using data for 11 East Asian countries over 1968-98 as

well as the same 15 EU member states over 1969-89. Shocks are highly correlated

among Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, that is, a smaller club of East

Asian countries than in the original study. Focusing on ASEAN economies, the

authors conclude that, while they are less suited for a regional currency

arrangement than Europe, the difference is not large.20 Baek and Song (2002) cover

a larger group of 14 East-Asian economies over the period 1970-1999. They

identify a group of six countries (Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia

and Thailand) experiencing symmetric supply disturbances. Singapore and Taiwan

share similar demand disturbances with this group, while China's economic

disturbances are small in size and quickly absorbed. Thus, they claim that these

nine countries are viable candidates for a currency union (EA9). Compared with

the Europe prior to 1990, the EA9 economies show larger disturbances but faster

adjustment speeds. With small disturbances and rapid adjustments, China is close

to the European anchor country, Germany.

Clavel et al. (2005) deviate from Blanchard and Quah's identification

approach.21 They use sign-restricted VAR models for the 10 largest emerging Asian

countries over 1979-2003. They relate three types of domestic shocks (supply, real

demand and monetary) across the region in terms of correlation and principal

component analysis. In some cases, some degree of co-movement between pairs of

18The authors also report a relatively fast speed of adjustment to shocks in EEA. Almost all of the responses

in output and prices take place in the first two years, compared with at most half in Europe. This is

consistent with the notion that EEA labour markets are relatively flexible.

19The OCA index is based on a regression where the LHS variable is the standard deviation of the change

in the logarithm of the end-year bilateral exchange rate between any two countries. The RHS variables

measure the sectoral diversity of trade, the degree of openness, and size. The countries considered are

Japan and its 19 leading trading partners over the period 1976-1995.

20They also confirm EEA's relatively fast speed of adjustment.
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individual countries' shocks is found, but by and large intra-regional factors do not

appear to be particularly important. The results indicate that economic

developments in emerging Asia are largely driven by country-specific shocks,

whereas regionalization seems to be of only limited importance. Taken altogether,

these findings are consistent with the dynamic factor decomposition results of Kose

et al. (2003). The latter find that, in both Asia and Latin America, macroeconomic

fluctuations are largely explained by domestic factors, while extra-regional and

especially intra-regional developments play a much more modest role.

Finally, Girardin (2005) examines the similarities of GDP growth-cycle features

of 10 East Asian countries over 1978-2002. He computes contemporaneous correlations

of smoothed probabilities of two regimes, namely, the growth-recession and rapid

growth regimes between China or Japan and other East Asian economies. For the

overall period, growth-recessions in China or Japan are substantially correlated

both with Indonesia and Thailand, while Hong Kong, South Korea and Malaysia

also correlate with China, and Singapore and Taiwan with Japan. In Girardin's

subsample results for the 1990s, all countries, except Taiwan, are correlated with

the two North East Asian economies, but in almost all cases correlations with

China are much larger than with Japan. The degree of correlation of most East

Asian countries with China is comparable to that found in Europe over 1970-1996.

Overall, on the basis of the experience of the 1990s with growth-cycle

synchronization, Girardin concludes that China is a better candidate for monetary

integration with East Asian countries than Japan, but not yet a perfect candidate.

The papers reviewed in this subsection are not strictly comparable. They

constitute a heterogeneous whole in terms of objectives, methodologies and

samples. Our review of this literature indicates that the evidence produced is not

very clear, with different analyzes pointing to different groups of plausible partners

for monetary cooperation (or no such group at all) based on the similarity of

various shocks and sometimes the speed of adjustment. One tentative conclusion

that, at present, we can draw from this diverse pool of studies is that there is not

very compelling evidence that shocks are highly correlated across the region. The

analysis of shock correlations among EEA countries remains a fruitful area for

further research.

21They make the observation that Blanchard and Quah’s approach is subject to a small-sample bias, as

found by Faust and Leeper (1997).
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C. Inflation targets

Inflation targets are treated in our model as parameters that enter welfare

considerations. Higher levels of inflation targets have, ceteris paribus, a more

adverse effect on stabilization properties the larger the country is. Our analysis

focuses on those middle-income countries in the region that have recently adopted

inflation targeting (IT). Such decisions were made by Korea in 1998, Indonesia in

2000, Thailand in 2000, and the Philippines in 2001. Inflation rates have declined

to some extent relative to the crisis and pre-crisis periods in Korea, Thailand and

the Philippines. Thailand, Korea and the Philippines have tended to be within

target, although Korea surpassed its 2001 and 2002 targets and the Philippines

undershot its targets in 2002 and 2003, and overshot it in 2004 (Table 10). Indonesia

has in the meantime experienced difficulties keeping its inflation within its target

range.

In sum, EEA larger inflation targeters have showed lower desired inflation than

the smaller ones. This configuration contributes positively to stabilization

performance of a currency union, as previously analyzed. However, the smaller

economies of Indonesia and the Philippines exhibit relatively high inflation targets

by international standards, implying that running a currency union including them

would entail welfare losses for monetary policy. This is a directly important matter

if one considers ASEAN monetary integration, while it requires to be put in a

broader context when it comes to monetary integration for the entire EEA region.

IV. Conclusions

This paper proposes a simple analytical framework for the study of currency

unions of small open economies, with a focus on the conduct of monetary policy in

the presence of different types of shocks. Model results are then used to empirically

assess the prospects for monetary integration between emerging East Asian economies.

Our empirical investigation looks at a number of characteristics of emerging East

Asian countries that helps us gauge supply-side diversity. Moreover, we discuss the

evidence on the cross-country variation of disturbances hitting the region, as well

as recent data on inflation targets. Overall, our analysis shows that these economies

display rather diverse supply characteristics, the evidence that shocks are highly

correlated across the region is not very compelling and some countries declare

relatively high desired levels of inflation. A better factual understanding of welfare
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implications of monetary integration in the region would benefit from future

empirical work concerning estimation of structural parameters for the region's

economies as well as further investigation of the cross-country properties of

disturbances. The present paper does not assess other important aspects that have

attracted interest in the literature on monetary integration in East Asia, such as: i) the

current state of institutional development concerning economic and in particular

financial regional integration; ii) financial market integration in the region (constrained

by the presence of capital controls and insulated banking sectors in some countries); and

iii) the lack of strong political will to push the regional integration efforts forward (see

Eichengreen and Bayoumi, 1999, Kwack, 2005, Williamson, 2002, Wyplosz, 2002).

The analysis presented here may help explain why the major issue for monetary

integration in East Asia at present is not a formation of a currency union, but rather

monetary coordination under a variety of forms. Having said this, it is important to

bear in mind that integration via trade, financial and financial flows go hand in

hand with each other. For this reason, increasing trade, financial and investment

interdependence could reinforce each other over time, leading to a different conclusion

regarding the degree of maturity of the conditions for deeper economic integration

and in particular a monetary union. In addition, further progress in real and monetary

integration may prove instrumental in shaping ongoing developments in the sphere

of domestic policies (including monetary and exchange rate policies) and regional

financial cooperation efforts.
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Appendix: Derivation of aggregate supply schedule

Here we derive aggregate supply schedule (1) from assumptions about changes

in the prices of domestic goods and imports. Deviations of non-tradable inflation,
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, from its expected value are driven by aggregate output and a domestic supply

shock, :

(A.1)

Tradable inflation, , is the sum of two parts: i) expected plus unexpected

foreign inflation, , and ii) expected plus unexpected NEER depreciation,

:22

(A.2)

Using (A.1) and (A.2), we derive equation (1), with country i's overall actual and

expected inflation being defined as  and 

, respectively. Parameter γi reflects the weight of non-tradables in the

economy. In (1), coefficient αi equals 1/[(1-γi)λi], while aggregate supply shock εi

can be decomposed into its domestic and external determinants as follows: 

(A.3)

The first term in (A.3) captures unexpected non-tradable inflation. The second

term is a composite shock to tradable inflation driven by randomness in either

tradable prices in foreign currency or nominal effective exchange rates. The latter

two developments can in turn be traced back to country-specific commodity compo-

sitions of international trade and idiosyncratic weights attached to different trading

partners, respectively.23
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